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Executive Summary | Overview

Physical Condition Summary 

A survey was conducted to identify the physical condition of 

the existing systems and components at each building and to 

provide recommendations for capital improvements over the 

next 15 years. A Physical Conditions Summary Worksheet 

(shown adjacent) was created to itemize observations from 

those building tours.

Three major areas of each building were assessed; Site, 

Building Envelope, and M.E.P.F.P. (Mechanical, Electrical, 

Plumbing, Fire Protection) Systems. The physical 

components or systems of each of these areas is further 

described as follows:

 General Info/Material: Describes the existing   

 material type for each of the identifi ed components as  

 appropriate.

 Approximate Quantities: Provides the approximate   

 quantity of that component refl ected in the conceptual  

 budget cost.

 Useful Life Left: Provides an estimate of the number of  

 years expected before the component becomes unusable  

 or obsolete

Condition

Each building sub-system was evaluated based on the established useful life expectancy and site observations from the 

survey.  A rating system on a scale of 1 through 4,  detailed below, was established in order to assign a level of priority. 

Methodology

Executive Summary | Methodology

Conceptual Budget Cost

The budget data in this column provides an initial look at the 

cost to implement the recommended system improvements by 

component and facility. If building systems were determined 

to either be past their useful service life expectancies or 

in need of future replacement over the next 20 years, 

conceptual budget information was calculated for the hard 

cost, or material and labor costs to replace the affected sub-

system, plus a fl at percentage for soft costs, such as general 

conditions, fees, and contingencies. Not included are costs 

for routine system maintenance, enhancements or extension 

of systems (i.e. sprinklering and air conditioning), and annual 

cost escalation. The conceptual budget analysis provided 

in this report is intended to help quantify the scope of work 

at each facility and begin to establish orders of magnitude 

between projects for sequencing and effi ciency. Costs 

throughout this report refl ect dollar values for the year 2018. 

Once a project is approved to move into the implementation 

phase, a comprehensive estimate which itemizes all costs 

associated with the project should be calculated.

Includes components that pose a potential 

safety risk or may negatively affect the continued 

successful operation of other systems within the 

building. These elements must be replaced within 

the next 2 years.

Includes components that are approaching the 

end of their intended lifespan, and should be 

considered for replacement in the next 2 to 5 

years.

Systems or components are generally in working 

order, there may be some elements that need 

repairs to keep the system from declining further. 

Replacement should be planned within the next 

10 to 15 years.

The systems appear to be in standard working 

condition and only require typical maintenance. 

1
POOR:

2

3GOOD:

4
MAINTAIN:

Introduction 

The world we live in has changed dramatically over the 
past two centuries and continues to change by leaps and 
bounds with the passing of every decade. Technology 
has completely transformed the way we think, 
communicate, and interact and has rendered traditional 
teaching paradigms ineffective in equipping students 
with the creative problem solving and networking 
skills required to be productive, global citizens in the 
21st century. School districts today are faced with the 
ongoing challenge of balancing the cost of operating and 
maintaining often outdated facilities with maximizing the 
performance of the learning environments to optimize 
taxpayer dollars, all while navigating volatile economic 
conditions, fl uctuating fuels costs, and evolving 
educational trends.

In this context, the Board of Education of Lake Bluff 
Elementary School District 65 invited Wight & Company 
to conduct an independent assessment of its existing 
facilities. The assignment was to visually investigate and 
document the physical condition of each of its buildings 
and site features and categorize the components based 
on a rating system that indicated the level of priority/
urgency and the anticipated timeframe for repair or 
replacement. The primary focus of the investigation was 
to be on Lake Bluff Elementary School, which special 
attention to be paid to boilers, HVAC equipment, and 
roofs. In addition, a fi nish/color study of the building 
was to be conducted and included as part of this report. 
The investigation at Lake Bluff Middle School was 
more narrowly focused to include those architectural 
elements and building systems/equipment that were 
not addressed and/or completed as part of the recent 
renovation/expansion at that school. 

The information on the following pages refl ects the 
results of these investigations. It is intended to be 
used by the District as a meaningful tool to help assign 
available dollars to the appropriate infrastructure and 
maintenance projects. The fi nish/color study is intended 
to be utilized as a master plan for painting at the 
Elementary School which can be implemented at the 
District’s pace with available funds. Not included in this 
report are any mention of additional projects/renovations 
that have already been approved by the Board as part of 
the summer 2018 capital improvement program. 
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Conceptual Budgets: Time Frame

This data below provides a 

breakdown of the conceptual 

budget costs by the assessed 

condition of the system and 

the recommended  time frame 

for replacement (0-2 years, 

3-5 years, 6-10 years, over 

11 years). It can be derived 

from this data that a majority 

of the systems related to 

the recommended work are 

currently in fair condition and 

need to be addressed within 

the fi ve to ten years.

Facility 

Type
Facility Name

CONDITION 1

POOR

0-2 YEARS

CONDITION 2

FAIR

3-5 YEARS

CONDITION 3

GOOD

6-10 YEARS

CONDITION 4

MAINTAIN

OVER 11 YEARS

Building Cost 

Totals

Elementary Lake Bluff Elementary School $4,686 $416,060 $44,872 $2,500 $468,118

Middle Lake Bluff Middle School $351,740 $573,893 $633,121 $449,217 $2,007,971

$356,426 $989,953 $677,993 $451,717

14% 40% 27% 18% 100%

$356,426 $989,953 $677,993 $451,717 $2,476,089

Category Sub-Total

Budget Percentage

Recommended Total Project Cost

Conceptual Budgets: Work Category

This data provides a 

breakdown of the total 

conceptual budget costs by 

the category of work; SITE, 

BUILDING ENVELOPE, 

AND M.E.P.F.P. (mechanical, 

electrical, plumbing, and fi re 

protection). As shown, the 

bulk of the work is related 

to building envelope repairs 

and upgrades at Lake Bluff 

Middle School. For the items 

identifi ed in this study, the 

District could expect to expend 

approximately $2.5 million in 

project related costs.

CONCEPTUAL BUDGET FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS    $2.5 million

Facility 

Type
Facility Name Site

Building

Envelope
M.E.P.F.P.

Building Cost 

Totals

Elementary Lake Bluff Elementary School $433,171 $3,920 $31,027 $468,118

Middle Lake Bluff Middle School $384,826 $1,005,658 $617,487 $2,007,971

$817,997 $1,009,578 $648,514

33% 41% 26% 100%

$2,476,089

Category Sub-Total

Budget Percentage

Recommended Total Project Cost

Executive Summary | Findings Executive Summary | Findings
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First Floor Plan
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Second Floor Plan
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Lake Bluff Elementary School | Physical Condition Summaries Lake Bluff Elementary School | Physicial Condition Summaries

Summary | Site Elements

PARKING LOTS

Both the Main parking lot and drive and the 
Northeast parking lot and bus lane are in fair 
condition, showing normal wear for the age 
of the lots. Replacement of these asphalt lots 
is recommended in about four to six years. 
In the meantime, we recommend that the 
District continue with yearly crack sealing and 
sealcoating and restriping every two to three 
years as needed. 

LANDSCAPING

Landscaping all appears to be in good shape; 
we recommend that the District continue with 
ongoing maintenance as required.

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

A limited visual assessment of the playgrounds 
was performed as part of this report and both 
playgrounds appear to be in good condition. 
We recommend that a safety inspection be 
conducted on both playgrounds for a more 
detailed analysis and further recommendations. 
Wight & Company is happy to perform such an 
inspection if the District so chooses. 

BICYCLE PARKING

The bicycle parking area is currently mulched 
and is experiencing some degradation to the 
area. We recommend that when funds allow, 
the mulch in this area be removed and replaced 
with concrete pavement for a more durable 
surface.

SITE ACCESSIBILITY

The site is adequately accessible for 
wheelchairs at most locations, with the 
exception of the playground areas. Here we 
recommend that the District consider adding 
concrete ramps from the playground surfaces to 
the adjacent hard surfaces in order to provide 
equity of access for all students to the play area.

Typical Main Parking Lot

Typical Bus Lane

Typical Site Drainage at Northwest Corner

Typical Site Drainage at Northwest Corner

Typical Sidewalk at Playground

Typical Sidewalk at Entrance F

SITE DRAINAGE

Overall, the site drainage is good and functioning 
well. The northwest corner of the building however 
shows signs of a small erosion problem (see 
photos). We recommend that the District consider 
implementing a permanent erosion measure at 
this location such as a riprap in order to minimize 
damage from water runoff.

CONCRETE SIDEWALKS

In general the sidewalks around the building 
are in good condition. However, there are a 
few areas with cracking at Entrance F and near 
the playground. At this time these areas show 
no signs of differential settlement or tripping 
hazards but should be regularly monitored. 
Within the next two years, we recommend that 
these portions of sidewalk be removed and 
replaced in full.
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Summary | Architectural Building Systems

WALLS

The face brick on the building is in good condition. There are 
very few locations with minor mortar degradation and loose 
weep vents (see adjacent photo). At these areas we recommend 
that the weeps be replaced and the mortar joints repointed as 
needed.  

CANOPIES, ENTRANCES AND EXIT DOORS

The exterior aluminum canopies, entrance systems, and exit 
door all appear to be in good condition and require only ongoing 
maintenance and yearly cleaning. One minor area of concern is 
at Entrance B where the bottom of the frame is showing some 
corrosion. At this time the damage does not warrant replacement 
of the door, but continual monitoring is advised.

WINDOWS

All exterior windows and aluminum storefront systems are in very 
good condition. Ongoing maintenance and yearly cleaning is 
advised as needed.

ROOF

The existing fl at roofs have the original white single-ply 

membrane installed in 2009. The roofi ng membranes are still 

under the manufacturer’s original 20-year warranty and are in 

good condition currently. The District should plan to replace the 

roofs within the next ten to fi fteen years. 

The remainder of the roofs are asphalt shingles, also part of 

the original building construction completed in 2009. Visual 

assessment of these roofs was limited, as only areas that could 

be seen from nearby fl at roofs were viewed. The shingles appear 

to be in good condition and should be expected to last another 

ten to fi fteen years. Periodic monitoring is advised during this 

time. Perform localized repairs as needed to any areas with 

minor degradation as they appear.

STRUCTURAL FRAME AND FOUNDATION

Wight performed a visual assessment of the exposed exterior 

structural frame and foundation elements and generally found  

these to be in good condition. At the gymnasium there is some 

minor cracking along the concrete foundation walls; at this 

location we recommend that the cracks be sealed within the 

next year to prevent further water infi ltration and damage to the 

foundation walls. We also recommend continual monitoring of the 

walls for any additional cracking and repairs that may be required 

over time.

Brick at South Facade

East Facade

Brick at Entrance F

Typical Masonry Weep

Main Entrance Vestibule Entrance B

Storefron at Cafeteria Typical Storefront Entrance

Typical Storefront Entrance

Typical Underside of Overhang Foundation Wall at Gymnasium

Typical RoofTypical Roof
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Mechanical and Plumbing Systems Summary | Mechanical and Plumbing Systems

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Cooling is provided to the school by fi ve (5) packaged rooftop units (RTU). The District is currently 

undergoing a replacement project and the new AAON units are slated to be installed in the summer of 

2018. These RTUs are equipped with DX cooling and gas heating. The expected lifetime of these units 

is fi fteen years; however, with good maintenance, the units should last longer while satisfying the needs 

of the occupants. The duct free split system (DFSS) serving the MDF room is currently in good condition 

and can be expected to require replacement in about fi ve years as it approaches the end of its useful life. 

Heating is provided by two (2) 3500 MBH Camus Dynafl ame boilers. These are original to the building, 

installed in 2008. The boilers have a signifi cant portion of their working life left. The pumps for hot 

water are in good condition as well and should require only regular maintenance. Concern was raised 

regarding the noise and vibration levels in the classroom below the boiler room due to the pump 

operation. In the future when the pumps are replaced, vibrations isolators should be considered to 

remedy this problem. The hot water piping and insulation are in good condition and do not require any 

repairs.  

The ceiling radiant panels, wall radiant panels, cabinet unit heaters, and unit heaters are all operational 

and in good working condition. 

Ductwork, diffusers and grilles are all in good condition. The VAV boxes are operational and should not 

need replacement in the next ten years. Periodic maintenance should be adequate. Exhaust fans are in 

good working condition as well. 

The school currently has the Tracer Summit control system by Trane, which is a proprietary system. 

When new controls work is completed for the school we recommend it be an open protocol BACnet 

system. This work could be signifi cant as it would require transferring all existing equipment onto the 

new controls system. 

PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The 4” domestic water service enters the building on the east side in the Water & F.P. Room. The water 

service is provided with a backfl ow preventer and a hub drain. All domestic water piping appears to 

be copper. An additional RPZ is provided for the make-up water for the boilers. The RPZ should be 

inspected and replaced when required. 

Domestic hot water for the building is provided by two (2) A.O. Smith water heaters. The water heaters 

have been recently replaced and are in great working condition. The water heaters should not require 

any work for the coming years. The hot water recirculating pump and the sump/sewage pump are 

operating adequately as well. Both pieces of equipment have approximately fi ve years of useful life left, 

at the end of which they should be replaced. 

Areas of the building with fl at roofs are equipped with roof drains that are connected to internal storm 

piping.  All plumbing fi xtures are connected to the sanitary main via gravity.  

For plumbing fi xtures, the bathrooms have water closets with sensor activated fl ush valves. Urinals 

have electronic sensor type fl ush valves. Lavatories are wall mounted with sensor operated faucets.  

Thermostatic mixing valves are provided on lavatories and classroom sinks. Traps, angle valves, and 

supplies are provided for all accessible lavatories. The service sink faucets are equipped with the 

required vacuum breaker on faucet spout. Wall hydrants around the exterior perimeter of the school have 

required vacuum breakers as well. 

Lake Bluff Elementary School | Physical Condition Summaries Lake Bluff Elementary School | Physicial Condition Summaries

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The 6” fi re protection service enters the building on the east side in the Water & F.P. Room. The water service 

is provided with a DCDA. The water service feeds the sprinklers for the whole school, with pendent style 

sprinkler heads installed. Extra sprinklers and wrenches are provided in the fi re protection room as required. 
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Summary | Electrical Systems

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Service Entrance Switchboards and Distribution: The building has one electrical service located in the 
basement electrical room. It is served from one (1) pad mounted utility company transformer located outside 
the building. This service is rated at 2000 amps, 480/277V, 3 phase, 4 wire, and is in a fair condition. There 
is no emergency generator in the existing building, though there is a small 30 amp main circuit breaker 
panel rated at 480/277V located in the electrical room which is powered via a 16.7 KW Dual Lite battery 
inverter. The batteries in the system for the inverter are more than fi ve years old and are recommended to be 
serviced for prolonged use and safety. The building also has 208/120V 800 amp and 600 amp panels; both 
of these panels are in fair condition. Incoming 480/277V service switchboard and both 208/120V distribution 
panels have internal surge protection (SPD) that is functioning properly. The biggest load on the 480/277V 
switchboard “SES” are the fi ve (5) mechanical rooftop units (RTU). 

General Power: The power here is suffi cient. 

Lighting: The entire existing interior lighting at the facility is fl uorescent operating at 277 V, with 

predominantly T-5 type bulbs. All classroom lights are controlled by occupancy sensors and a local classroom 

switch bank which provides controllability for two modes of illumination. All lightiing in corridors and 

multipurpose rooms are controlled by timing schedule. Exterior lighting is controlled by timing schedule and/

or photocells. There is an existing GE lighting portal system with no remote access. The existing exit lights are 

LED type. 

Information System: The existing MDF and IDF head equipment is suffi cient.

Intercom/PA: The existing intercom system by Rauland utilizes the phone system to make pages. Each 

teacher has the ability to call the front offi ce or out of the building.

Clock System: There is an existing wireless clock system by Sapling located in the mechanical mezzanine 

that is plug-in type powered.  All clocks are analog, wireless, wall-mounted, and battery operated.

Electrical Systems
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Fire Alarm: The existing fi re alarm 

panel is a Simplex 4100 U addressable 

panel located in the sprinkler room. The 

existing fi re alarm annunciator panel is 

alpha numeric and located in the main 

entry vestibule. The fi re alarm control 

panel and detection/alarm devices are in 

good condition and meet code.

Security: The existing building has 

a small and limited security system 

(intrusion alarm only). A new security 

system should be considered by the 

District for optimum safety and security 

when funds allow. Card access, 

intrusion alarm, and video surveillance 

should all be part of this system. 

Intercom and cameras should be added 

at the main entrance and for two-way 

communications prior to visitors entering 

the building.   



Interior Color Study
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Existing Building Photos
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the Facility Assessment, the District requested that Wight & 
Company complete an interior color study of the elementary school and 
provide recommendations for a master painting plan of the entire building. 
This study began with a detailed building survey to study the existing 
fi nishes, paint colors, and locations (documented in the photos below). 
Wight & Company then produced an updated paint palette to complement 
the existing fl ooring colors, which are intended to remain. On April 19, 
2018, Wight met with the school principal and District staff to review the 
recommended color scheme in detail. The following pages depict the new, 
recommended paint colors and the specifi c locations for each of these 
colors. The District is advised to implement this Master Painting Plan over 
time as funds allow or in conjunction with other projects being completed in 
the building.

Main Lobby 

Cafeteria Main Offi ce

Health Offi ceLibrary

Typical East Corridor Typical Southeast Corridor

Typical South Corridor Typical West Corridor

Typical Corridor at Restrooms Typical Classroom



Master Painting Plans

First Floor Plan
1

Color Palette for Main Office, Library, Gym, and Cafeteria
� ��� ��� ���

Master Painting Plans
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��

Second Floor Plan
2

Color Palette for All Corridors and Classrooms

Paint Color Legend

� ��� ��� ���
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Lower Level Floor Plan

Main Level Floor Plan
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PARKING LOTS

The West parking lot 
is in poor condition 
with signs of rutting, 
settlement, and large 
areas of alligator 
cracking of pavement. 
We recommend that 
this lot be considered 
for full replacement in 
the next two to three 
years when funds 
allow. Site borings 
will be required at 
that time in order to 
evaluate the extent 
of the demolition 
required and detailed 
recommendations for 
replacement.

PARKING LOTS, CONT.

The East parking lot was 
recently replaced in 2016 
and is currently in good 
condition. We recommend 
yearly crack repair and 
sealcoating and restriping 
every two to three years as 
needed.

EAST GREEN SPACE

The existing green space 
where the East school 
once stood has an irregular 
surface making it less 
than ideal for fi eld play. To 
establish a smooth playing 
surface, top dressing and 
reseeding of the fi eld is 
recommended as a more 
cost effective solution over 
complete demolition and 
regrading.

LANDSCAPING AND 
SITE DRAINAGE

All landscaping and site 
drainage areas are overall 
in good condition. We 
recommend that the District 
continue with ongoing 
maintenance of these areas 
as required. 

CONCRETE STAIRS 
AND SIDEWALKS

Concrete sidewalks and 
stairs around the perimeter 
of the building are generally 
in good condition. There 
is some minor cracking of 
sidewalks throughout, but 
no repairs are required at 
this time. The main area of 
concern is at the concrete 
stair at the southeast of 
the building where the 
top landing has a large 
crack. We recommend 
minimally that this crack 
be sealed and monitored 
on a regular basis. In time, 
full replacement of the 
concrete landing and stairs 
only (handrails could be 
reused) may be required 
and incorporated into future 
maintenance projects. 

Typical West Parking Lot

Typical West Parking Lot

Typical West Parking Lot

Landing at Southeast Stair
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WALLS

The face brick on the 1954 original building and 1959 south 
classroom addition is generally in good condition. The major areas in 
need of tuckpointing and repair are the outside corners. As shown in 
the photo to the right, the corners are showing a great deal of wear. 
Overall the majority of the damage appears to be within the mortar 
joints; it does not appear that signifi cant replacement of individual 
bricks will be required. We recommend that the full height of mortar 
on both sides of every outside corner be routed out, re-pointed, 
and the masonry cleaned with an acid wash. This work should be 
completed within the next fi ve to ten years.

In addition, there are some minor areas along the 1954 and 1959 
facades that are in need of routing and repointing. These areas 
equate to about 10% of the entire facade area. On the south facade 
of the 1959 addition however, there is increased damage and we 
recommend that about 65% of these walls be routed, re-pointed, and 
cleaned as well. 

The masonry on the 1986 gymnasium addition shows the most wear. 
The vast majority of these walls are in need of routing, tuckpointing, 
and cleaning, up to a total of about 85% of the wall surfaces. This 
includes the facebrick at all of the parapet walls on the roof. Again, 
this damage appears concentrated on the mortar joints. The bricks 
themselves appear to be in fair condition. We recommend that 
priorirty be given to the cleaning of these facades within the next 
year or two. Repointing of the mortar should follow in about fi ve years 
when funds become available. 

The most recent 2008 and 2016 building additions are in good 
condition; the masonry on these portions of the building should not 
require any work beyond periodic cleaning for the foreseeable future.

1954 Original Building

Summary, cont. | Architectural Building Systems

CANOPIES, ENTRANCES AND EXIT DOORS

Most canopies and entrance doors were replaced during the 2016 additions 
and alterations project at this building and therefore are in good condition. 
The main entrance vestibule and District Offi ce entrance were not included in 
this work, however, and are still the original wood frame and glazing system. 
We recommend that these entrances be replaced within the next two to fi ve 
years with new aluminum thermal systems and insulated, low-e glazing units 
equipped with card access readers and accessible automatic door openers. Any 
additional exit doors not replaced as part of the recent renovations should also 
be replaced with new insulated aluminum storefront systems within the next fi ve 
to ten years as needed when funds become available.

Main Entrance Vestibule

District Offi ce Entrance1959 Addition

1986 Addition1954 Original Building 1986 Addition Typical Window
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WINDOWS

The existing glass 
block windows are 
in poor condition 
with several areas 
of cracking. We 
recommend that these 
windows be replaced 
with similar glass 
block windows within 
the next two years. 
All other windows are 
in fair condition and 
can be expected to 
last another fi ve to ten 
years. At that time, we 
recommend replacing 
them with a thermal 
aluminum storefront 
system with insulated 
glazing units with a 
low-e coating.

Typical RibbonWindow

Typical Glass Block Window
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STRUCTURAL FRAME AND FOUNDATION

A visual assessment of the exposed exterior structural frame and foundation elements was performed on 
May 22, 2018. In general these elements were found to be in good condition. The main area of concern is the 
concrete slab and cast beam on the north side at the lower level boiler room entrance. This slab and beam are 
both in very poor condition with excessive concrete spalling and large expanses of corroded steel rebar. We 
recommend that the concrete slab in this area be demolished and replaced in kind within the next two years. In 
addition, we recommend putting a waterproof membrane on top of the new concrete surface to protect the slab 
and prevent future degradation from weather elements and salt application. The metal railings at this location 
appear to be in good condition and could be removed and re-installed on the new slab after completion of this 
work.

Additionally, there are a few areas with minor concrete spalling and corrosion at various steel posts on the stairs 
and ramp on the north and east sides of the building as well as the exterior concrete stairs leading to the lower 
level. In these instances we recommend localized patching and repair within the next fi ve years as needed. 

Concrete Slab above Boiler RoomConcrete Slab above Boiler Room

Concrete Beam above Boiler Room Typical Stairs to Lower Level Typical Concrete at Railing
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Typical 1986 Roof

Typical 1954 and 1959 Roofs

ROOF

The building currently has two (2) types of roofi ng 
systems. At the 1986 gymnasium addition, the roof 
appears to be the original stone built-up roofi ng 
system. This roof is in fair condition for the age 
of the system. The District should plan for the full 
replacement of this roof in about fi ve years. At that 
time, the District may opt to replace the roof in 
kind with a like built-up system or instead choose 
to install a new white single-ply rmembrane roofi ng 
system. Further investigation and analysis of the 
associated costs, pros and cons of each system 
should be conducted at that time.

The second roof type is a white single-ply 
membrane roofi ng system that can be found on 
the original 1954 building, the 1959 classroom 
wing addition, as well as the recent 2016 
classroom and arts additions. Each of these roofs 
were either last replaced or installed in 2016 
and are in very good condition. The membranes 
themselves should still be covered by the 
manufacturer’s standard 20-year warranty on 
the product and the roofs should be expected 
to last at least another fi fteen to twenty years or 
more before they require replacement. Any minor 
localized repairs that may be required should 
be patched with a similar white membrane and 
properly sealed by a licensed contractor.

BUILDING INTERIOR

At this time, the District has already completed 
plans for capital improvements at this buiding to 
provide minor upgrades to typical classrooms that 
were not updated as part of the 2016 building 
renovations. The scope in these thirteen (13) 
classrooms includes the replacement of all 
existing doors with new wood doors and hollow 
metal frames and the replacement of all existing 
casework with new plastic laminate casework to 
match what was recently installed in the remainder 
of the building. Though the unit ventilators in 
these classrooms were last replaced in 2008 and 
are currently in good condition, the District may 
additionally want to consider the replacement 
of these units in conjunction with the casework 
replacement for optimum spatial coordination and 
to avoid future retrofi tting of the new casework.

Typical Exisitng Classroom Casework
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Mechanical and Plumbing Systems
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Cooling is provided in the school by rooftop 

units (RTU), air handling units (AHU), and 

fan coil units (FCU). The RTUs serve the 

administrative offi ces and some classrooms. 

The FCUs serve the art & new music 

classrooms. The AHUs provide the cooling 

for the rest of the school. 

The RTUs are equipped with DX cooling 

and gas heating. The AHUs and FCUs are 

equipped with chilled water and hot water 

coils. The chilled water is provided by an 

air-cooled chiller located on grade. The 

chiller is in an acoustical enclosure. The 

primary and secondary chilled water pumps 

are located in the mezzanine mechanical 

room near the band room. The pumps can 

be expected to operate adequately for an 

additional ten years, after which they should 

be scheduled for replacement. The chiller, 

chilled water pumps, chilled water piping 

and insulation are all in good condition and 

have a signifi cant portion of their working 

life left. 

There are three (3) RTUs in total and 

all are in good working condition. Two 

(2) were installed as part of the 2016 

additions and alterations project while 

the third was installed in 2008. RTUs 

require regular maintenance but would 

not need replacement in the next fi ve 

years. At that time, the District should plan 

for replacement of the oldest unit, with 

replacement of the newer units following. 

The FCUs were installed as part of the 2016 

project as well and as such are in good 

working condition and should not need any 

work for the foreseeable future. 

The AHUs appear to be the original units 

installed in 1986. There are six (6) original 

AHUs and it appears that there has been 

some work done on the units such as 

replacing the fans. However, the units are 

well beyond their life span and though they 

are currently operational they should be 

considered for replacement as soon as 

funds allow. 
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Summary | Plumbing and Fire Protection Systems

PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The 3” domestic water service enters the building in the storage room on 

the lower level.  There is a 2” water meter located downstream of where 

the service enters the building. There is no Reduced Pressure Backfl ow 

Preventer (RPZ) for the main water service and 2” water meter.  A RPZ 

should be provided to protect the water service from any backfl ow. It 

is unclear whether the makeup water for the boilers is protected via a 

backfl ow preventer. This should be confi rmed and if not, a backfl ow 

preventer should be installed here as well.  

Domestic hot water is provided in the mechanical room in the lower 

level from one (1) gas-fi red type water heater. The water heater is in 

working condition but past its working life and should be considered for 

replacement in the next two to fi ve years. The hot water circulating pump 

is past its working life as well. Though operational, it should be considered 

for future replacement. The cost of replacement for the pump and the gas 

water heater is shown in the condition summary.

Storm water is drained to roof drains which are connected to internal storm 

piping. There is one area of higher roof which has gutters and downspouts 

to the lower roof area.  There is a sump pump located in the basement 

that lifts all the sanitary collected from the lower level. The age of the 

sump pump is not known but it appears to be in working order. It should be 

serviced and determined whether it needs repair. The replacement cost is 

shown in the condition summary.

For plumbing fi xtures, most of the bathrooms have water closets with 

sensor type fl ush valves. Urinals are wall-mounted with electronic sensor 

type fl ush valves. Most lavatories in public toilet rooms are wall mounted 

with manual metering type of faucets, while some public toilet rooms 

have wall mounted lavatories with sensor operated faucets. Thermostatic 

mixing valves are provided on lavatories and sinks. Insulation for traps, 

angle valves, and supplies were observed at all accessible lavatories. 

The service sink faucets are equipped with the required vacuum breakers 

on faucet.  Wall hydrants around the exterior perimeter of the school are 

exposed type with key operation and have required vacuum breakers.

Both sinks in the art room are provided with a solids interceptor and all 

sinks used in science rooms are provided with an acid neutralization basin. 

At the kitchen triple basin sink, a grease interceptor was observed. All 

interceptors should be periodically checked and repaired if required. 

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The 6” fi re protection service enters the building on the east side in the 

Water & F.P. Room. The water service is provided with a DCDA. The 

water service feeds the sprinklers for the whole school, with pendent style 

sprinkler heads installed. Extra sprinklers and wrenches are provided in the 

fi re protection room as required. 

Lake Bluff Middle School | Physical Condition Summaries

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, CONT.

Thirteen (13) classrooms are currently served by unit ventilators (UV). These UVs were last replaced in 2008 

and are in good working condition; no work is required on the UVs at this time. A typical lifespan for a unit 

ventilator is about fi fteen years, so the District may want to consider the replacement of these unit ventilators 

over time in conjunction with the casework replacement planned for these same classrooms.

The MDF room is currently being served by a duct free split system (DFSS). The DFSS has only been in 

operation for two years and should be expected to last another ten to fi fteen years. The cost shown in the 

condition summary is for replacement when it approaches the end of its useful life.

Heating for parts of the school is provided by two (2) 1800 MBH Bryan Boilers. The boilers have some 

working life left though they are showing signs of wear and tear. The boilers should be considered for 

replacement in the next fi ve years with high effi ciency condensing boilers. The cost for the replacement is 

refl ected in the condition summary. 

The boilers provide heated hot water for the AHUs, FCUs, UVs, cabinet unit heaters, fi nned tube radiators, 

and unit heaters. The inline hot water pumps are in good condition and should not require any work at this 

time. The cost indicated in the condition summary is for replacing the inline pumps at the end of their useful 

life. The base mounted hot water pumps located by the boilers need replacement as they are past their 

working life. In fact, one of the pumps is not operational at all. The replacement work for the pumps should be 

considered in conjunction with any future boiler work. 

Exhaust fans (EF) serving the school are original to each building addition. Many EFs are in good condition 

and continue to function, however some are past their working life and should be considered for replacement 

soon.

Ductwork and insulation serving the school ranges from old to new. Most of the ductwork and insulation is in 

good condition and does not require repair or work. However, since some ductwork is quite old and should be 

periodically inspected for any damage and repair as required. 

The school has DDC controls for all the work done in 2016. It is unclear whether past renovations and 

additions also have DDC controls. It is recommended that all existing and new equipment be connected to 

a single head end DDC controls system utilizing BACNET or LONWORKS protocol that can be utilized on a 

District-wide network.
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Summary | Electrical Systems

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Service Entrance Switchboards and Distribution: The existing building has two (2) electrical services, one 
located in the Gym Storage Room and the second located in the Storage Room adjacent to the Band Room. 
Both are served from two (2) pad mounted utility company transformers located outside the building. The fi rst of 
these services is rated at 1200 amps, 208/120V, 3 phase, 4 wire, Wye type of distribution, and is in fair condition. 
The second service panel (“MDP”) is rated at 800 amps, 480/277V, 3 phase, 4 wire, Wye type of distribution, and 
is in good condition. The MDP panel predominantly serves the air-conditioning loads. There is no emergency 
generator in the existing building. There is an existing 100 Amp, 208/120V emergency panel (“EM-1”) which is 
tapped ahead of the main breaker. Some 208/120V panels are equipped with surge protection devices (SPD) 
that are functioning satisfactorily. However, the SPD in the incoming service is recommended to be replaced. 
The existing distribution panel (“DP-208”) in the Lower Level table storage room is antiquated and in need of 
replacement.

General Power: The power here is suffi cient. 

Lighting: The lighting in the building is mostly LED at all locations except the gym and unrenovated areas, 
which have fl uorescent lighting. All classroom lighting is controlled by occupancy sensors and local classroom 
switchbank which provides controllability for multiple modes of illumination. The exit lighting in the building is LED 
with self-powered battery backup. There are self-powered emergency LED wall packs for emergency lighting as 
there is no generator-powered emergency lighting. Existing LED lighting in the building is 120V, single phase. 
All areas have battery-backed emergency wall packs for emergency lighting. The exterior lighting on the building 
is metal halide. The existing gymnasium has metal halide lights that are recommended to be replaced with LED 
when funds allow.

Information System: The existing MDF and IDF head equipment is suffi cient.

Intercom/PA: The existing intercom system by Rauland utilizes the phone system to make pages. Each teacher 
has the ability to call the front offi ce or out of the building.

Clock System: There is an existing wireless clock system by Sapling with a combination of analog and digital 
with built-in speakers at certain locations.  

Lake Bluff Middle School | Physical Condition Summaries

Fire Alarm: The existing fi re alarm panel is a 
Firelite type MS-9600 UDLS addressable panel 
by Honeywell located in the sprinkler room. The 
existing fi re alarm annunciator panel is alpha 
numeric and located in the main entry vestibule. 
The fi re alarm control panel and detection/alarm 
devices are in good condition and meet the code 
on when they were installed.

Security: The existing building has glass break 
sensors only in the lower level along at the 
District Offi ces. The main level has card access 
entry at all the exterior doors to the school and 
has dome cameras in corridors and collaboration 
spaces. There are 180-degree cameras on the 
exterior of the building at the main level which 
are adequate in securing the perimeter of the 
building.
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